Abstract. This paper contains several new characterizations of arbitrary pseudocompact spaces, i.e. spaces characterized by the property that all continuous real-valued functions on the space are bounded. These characterizations parallel known characterizations of Hausdorff spaces including the useful and well-known result that a space Y is Hausdorff if and only if <j> = a whenever <f> and a are continuous functions on a common domain into Y which agree on a dense subset of the domain.
1. Introduction. Pseudocompact spaces which are not necessarily completely regular have been studied in [Jl] and [S] , and some results have been produced that apply to noncompletely regular pseudocompact spaces in [BCM] , [G2] and [SS] . In general, completely regular pseudocompact spaces have been more extensively studied (e.g., see [BCM] , [C] - [G2] , [H] , [SS] , and more recently, [T] ). In this article we give several new characterizations of arbitrary pseudocompact spaces. These characterizations are interesting as analogues of well-known characterizations of Hausdorff spaces and one of them may be used to establish that certain functions into pseudocompact spaces are completely determined by their values on dense subsets of their domains.
2. Preliminaries. The closure of a subset A' of a space X will be denoted by cl(A) and the family of open sets about x E X will be denoted by 2(x). If d>, a: X -> Z and X: Y-h> Z are functions, S(<p, X, X X Y, Z) and £(<p, a, X, Z) will represent {(a, b) E X X Y: <p(a) = X(b)} and {x G X: d>(x) = a(x)}, respectively. We will represent ((x, x): x E X) by A, and the class of continuous real-valued functions on Z by C(Z). R will denote the space of reals.
2.1. Definition. A point z in a space Z is in the closure of a subset K of the space with respect to g E C(Z) (z E cl(K) (mod g)) if K n g~\H) ¥=0 for each H E ~E(g(z) ) in R; z is in the adherence of a filterbase ß on Z with respect to g E C(Z) (z E ad ß (mod g)) if z E cl(F) (mod g) for each F E ß.
It is easily seen that z G cl(K) (mod g) if and only if g(z) E cl(g(K)) in R and hence that z G ad ß (mod g) if and only if g(z) E ad g(ß) in R. From these observations our first theorem is seen to be a paraphrase of the elementary and well-known result that Z is pseudocompact if and only if g(Z) is compact (or countably compact) for each g G C(Z).
2.2. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent for a space Z:
(a) Z is pseudocompact;
(b) ad ß (mod g) ¥=0for each filterbase ß on Z and g G C(Z);
(c) ad ß (mod g) ¥=0 for each countable filterbase ß on Z and g E C(Z).
We recall that a function <b from a space X to a space Z has a closed graph if the graph of <íj, § (<j>), is a closed subset of the product space X X Z. The following theorem is proved in [J2] . The characterization in this theorem motivates Definition 2.4.
2.3. Theorem. A function ¿>: X -> Z /ios a closed graph if and only if: (I) {(b(x)} is closed in Z for each x E X, and (2) ad <>(ß) c {<KX)} for eacn x E X and filterbase ß on X -{x} with ß -> x.
2.4. Definition. A function d>: X -» Z has a strongly-subclosed graph with respect to g E C (Z) ( § (<f>) is strongly-subclosed (mod g)) if ad ¿>(ß) (mod g) E {<b(x)} for each x E X and filterbase ß on X -{x) with ß -> x.
From the statement in the first sentence of the paragraph preceding Theorem 2.2, we see easily that the following result holds.
Theorem. Let ¿>: X -> Z be a function and g E C(Z). Then §(<b) is
strongly-subclosed (mod g) if and only if, for each x E X and filterbase ß on X -{x) converging to x, g"'(adg(d>(ß))) c {<X*)}-By combining the results in Theorems 2.3 and 2.5, we observe that if § (¿>) is strongly-subclosed (mod g) then § ( g ° <¡>) is closed. The following example shows that the converse of this statement is not (in general) true. (e) Same as (b), except that X = Y and the conclusion is that E(<¡>, a, X, Z) = X when E(<j>, a, X, Z) is dense in X. Further, in (b) , (c), (d) and (e), one can restrict X to be K. In (b), (c), and (d), <b and a may both be restricted to be injective with <b(X) = a(X). In (e), we may restrict either <b or a to be injective.
Proof that (a) implies (b). Let Z be pseudocompact, g G C(Z), <b:
X -> Z and a: Y -» Z have strongly-subclosed (mod g) graphs, and let (x,y) be a limit point of & (<p, a, X X Y, Z). Let ß be a filterbase on & (d>, a, X X Y, Z) -{(x,y)) with ß-*(x,,y). If -nx and tiY represent the projections of X X Y onto X and Y, respectively, it is easily seen that <¡>(trx(F)) = a(irY(F)) for each F E ß. First suppose trx(F) -{x} for some F E ß. Then we may assume without loss that fly(ß) is a filterbase on Y -{y}. Since trY(U) -»_y we have ad(7rr(ß)) (mod g) c {a(y)}. We see readily that {<b(x)} c ad rX^ß)) (mod g) = ad a(7rr(ß)) (mod g). Hence <p(x) = a(.y) and (x,y) E S(d>, a, X X Y, Z). A similar argument applies if irY(F) = {y) for some F E ß. In the remaining case, we may assume without loss that irx(Sl) and 77y(ß) are filterbases on X -{x} and Y -{y), respectively. Since irx(Ü) -> x and 77y(ß)-*_y and Z is pseudocompact we have 0¥= nd a(irY(Q,)) (mod g) E {oi(y)}. Since ad a(7ry(ß)) (mod g) = ad «^(^(ß)) (mod g) c {«MX)} we get <b(x) = a(^) and (x,y) E S(<p, a, X X Y, Z).
Proof that ( Proof that (d) implies (e). Since E(<j>, a, X, Z) is closed in X from (d), and L(d>, a, X, Z) is dense in X, we see that E(<b, a, X, Z) = X.
Proof that (e) implies (a). Let g E C(Z) and let ß = (F(l), F(2),. .. } be a strictly decreasing filterbase on Z with ad ß (mod g) -0. Choose xQ,y0 E Z -F(l), x0 ¥" y0, and for each n = 1, 2, . . . , choose x" G F(n) -F(n + 1). Let X = {y0, x0, xx, . . . ) topologized as follows: The open sets A are those for which y0 & A or A d X n F(n) for some n. It is easy to see that X is homeomorphic to K. Let <f>: A' ^> Z be the identity function; and let a: X -» Z be defined by a(x) = x if x^^n, and a^o) = x0. Then E(<b, a, X, Z) = X -{y0} which is dense in X. We will establish that </> and a have strongly-subclosed (mod g) graphs to reach a contradiction. Let y E X and let ß, be a filterbase onl-{>>} with ß, ^>j>. Then y = y0 and ß, is finer than ß. So ad <>(ß,) (mod g) = ad a(ß,) (mod g) c ad ß (mod g) =0. So </> and a have strongly-subclosed (mod g) graphs. The proof that (e) implies (a) is complete. The following construction may be used to show that X may be restricted to be K, and that <#> and a may be restricted to be injective with <#>(A) = a (A) in showing that (b) implies (a). X is constructed as in the proof of (e) implies (a). We define a: X -> Z by a(x0) = yo, a(y0) = Xn, and a(x) = x otherwise and let d> be the identity function. Then (y0,y0) E cl(S (d>, a, X X X, Z)) -& (</>, a, X X X, Z). We establish that d> and a have strongly-subclosed (mod g) graphs as in the proof of (e) implies (a). Similar constructions will verify the remaining statements in the theorem.
The proof is complete. The next and final theorem of this paper is established separately as it does not appear to fit easily into the scheme of proof used in Theorem 3.1.
3.2. Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition for a space Z to be pseudocompact is that for all g E C(Z) and all spaces X, & (¿>, </>, X X X, Z) is a closed subset of X X X for all functions d>: X -» Z with strongly-subclosed (mod g) graphs.
Proof. Necessity. This follows directly from equivalence (c) of Theorem 3.1.
Sufficiency. Suppose g G C(Z) and suppose ß = {F(l), F(2), . . . } is a strictly decreasing filterbase on Z with ad ß (mod g) =0. Let X be the set constructed in the proof that (c) implies (a) of Theorem 3.1, topologized as follows: The open sets A are those for which A n {xQ,y0) = 0 or A d X n F(n) for some n. Define ¿>: X -+ Z by <p(x0) = >"o' «K/o) = -^o an<* <KX) = x otherwise. Employing arguments similar to those above, we may establish that d> has a strongly-subclosed (mod g) graph. If W E 2((x0, y0)) in X X X, there is an ti such that [(-F(ti) u {x0}) X (F(n) u {y0))] C\ (X X X) E W. Let p E F(n) n X. Then (p, p) E W n & (</>,<#>, X X X, Z). Hence (x0,yQ) G cl(S(</>, d>, X x X, Z)) -&(<j>, <b, X x X, Z), a contradiction.
